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The monograph that you hold in your hands is the produt of a need for an introdutory textbookin the �eld of transpersonal psyhology. While transpersonal psyhology has developed into a full-edged sienti�, professional, and aademi disipline sine its founding by Abraham Maslow morethan 35 years ago, it remains on the margins of onventional mainstream sienti� psyhology.Whether or not transpersonal psyhology will soon �nd its nihe within the behavioral and soialsienes is an open question. But when a disipline has inaugurated a number of peer-reviewedjournals devoted to the subjet matter of the �eld, founded several national and international profes-sional soieties that failitate sholarly exhange among individuals involved in transpersonal therapyand researh, and instituted numerous aademi ourses and degree programs in university settingsaround the world, then that disipline deserves a plae within the framework of oÆial psyhologyand ought to have adequate representation within mainstream ollege and university urriula. Thismonograph is a portion of a muh larger projet that is intended to deal with the �rst issue byaddressing the seond.If transpersonal psyhology wishes to �nd itself inorporated within the framework of oÆial psy-hology, then serious thought needs to be given to what might be taught in a generalized ourse intranspersonal psyhology. This monograph will hopefully be of servie in that regard. It representsthe �rst hapter of a projeted 12-hapter textbook in transpersonal psyhology for 2-year and 4-year olleges that overs topis ordinarily addressed in the typial introdutory psyhology ourse,but from a transpersonal point of view - introdution, biologial foundations, sensation and perep-tion, states of onsiousness, learning and memory, language and thought, motivation and emotion,5



development, personality theory and measurement, psyhologial disorders, psyhotherapy, and so-ial behavior. Use of suh an organizational framework will enourage a more omplete overage oftranspersonal topis within traditional ontent domains, promote greater integration of transpersonalonepts and theories with the methods and �ndings with ontemporary psyhology, and more easilypresent transpersonal psyhology within the framework of the ontemporary mainstream eduationalproess.While more and more ollege ourses are being o�ered on the subjet of transpersonal psy-hology (a partial listing of shools and programs in transpersonal psyhology an be found atwww.atpweb.org1), there are no standard texts or urriula o�ering the fundamentals of transper-sonal psyhology to help struture most ourses. In approahing transpersonal psyhology from aneduational point of view, one would be amazed at the lak of a reognized, agreed upon generalurriulum, and how various ourses intended to provide an introdution to transpersonal psyhol-ogy vary onsiderably in ourse ontent and struture. Few transpersonal psyhologists use the samegeneral textbooks.The lak of a standardized urriulum is not surprising in a �eld where transpersonal psyhologiststhemselves disagree on the importane and validity of ertain areas of investigation (e.g., parapsy-hology), where fundamental tenets of the �eld have not been resolved (e.g., how foundational is theperennial philosophy?), where wide divergene of opinion exists on basi issues of methodology andgoals of researh (e.g., is transpersonal psyhology a siene?), and where most psyhologists whoespouse a transpersonal orientation are self-taught in the �eld and may be unomfortable teahingareas of inquiry with whih they are unfamiliar (e.g., the liniian who overlooks the experimentalresearh or the experimentalist who ignores the linial data). This monograph is o�ered both asa preliminary attempt to address this growing need for a generalized model of urriula for under-graduate ourses in transpersonal psyhology and as an enouragement to teahers of psyhology tointrodue this exiting area of investigation to their students.0.3 Prefae - A Sared Story

My personal introdution to the exiting realm of transpersonal psyhology began during thespring semester of my junior year at Our Lady of Providene Seminary in Warwik, Rhode Island. Iwas 20 years old at the time and studying to beome a Roman Catholi dioesan priest. I was deep inmy study of Darwinian anthropology, Freudian psyhology, Biblial religions, existential philosophy,and natural siene. Ever sine I an remember I have had a burning desire to understand the truenature of human personality and humanity's proper relationship to spiritual reality and to the restof reation. I thought I had disovered those Truths (apital T) in my aademi ourses that year of1970.What I Learned. I learned in my anthropology ourse about Charles Darwin who spent overhalf his life proving the validity of his theory of evolution. Generations of sientists sine have1Internet: \http://www.atpweb.org/publi". 6



viewed the natural world through its light, taking Darwinian theories for granted as being a literalinterpretation of the origins of speies, and attempting to make human nature onform to the pitureof evolution as Darwin oneived it. Certainly Darwin's onsiderable ahievement in lassifyingthe di�erent speies and in desribing their struggle for survival is an entirely true and objetiverepresentation of the natural world. I learned in my psyhology ourse about Sigmund Freud whoinvented suh a omprehensive system of psyhology that it seemed to explain everything abouthuman experiene and behavior. Suh an all-inlusive and internally onsistent theory must be true,I thought, beause it possessed suh sweeping explanatory power. I learned in my religion ourseabout the Old Testament God Jehovah and about Jesus Christ, the Son of the only God, whodelared that His was the Way, the Truth, and the Life. The Holy Sriptures and the theologialdotrines and dogmas of His Churh must ertainly be divinely true if His Holy Spirit inspired them.I learned in my philosophy ourse about existential thinkers suh as John Paul Sartre and AlbertCamus who were ommitted to engaging the painful realities of aloneness and death exatly as theyare and refused to gloss over su�ering or arbitrarily pretend that life is inherently meaningful. Suha demand for authentiity, freedom, and autonomy must ertainly be true and the orret defenseagainst delusion and selfdeeption. I learned in my natural siene ourse that siene, too, seemedommitted to engaging reality exatly as it is. Objetive, empirial siene must ertainly be the�nal arbiter of what is true and real. When I attempted to integrate these diverse beliefs andways of thinking into a single oherent framework, however, I beame �lled with feelings of tensionand onit, stress and strain, for how ould they all be true? As I examined in more detail theassumptions and impliations of the ourse material that I was learning, I gradually began to lose asense of my own worth and purpose.
What I Came to Believe. My ourse in Darwinian theory revealed our speies to be a reaturepitted against itself (as ego is pitted against id) and whose nature is amoral (there are no standardsof right or wrong as anything goes for survival sake). In the Darwinian world, nature ares littlefor the individual, only for the speies. The attainment of adulthood has little purpose exept toinsure the further existene of the speies through proreation. The speies itself appears to haveno reason exept a mindless determination to exist. Tainted with brutish and destrutive impulses,I was the member of a greedy and predatory speies, a murderer at heart and nature's despoiler,a blight upon the planet, and the vitim of an indi�erent Nature that brought meaningless death.I beame separate from nature and in ompetition with all other reatures in an endless strugglefor survival. There is no possibility of spiritual survival as far as evolutionary theory is onerned,beause evolutionary Darwinian man and woman are not reated with a soul. All psyhologialativity is saled down in between life and death. Death beomes an a�ront to life and omes toimply a ertain kind of weakness, for is it not said that only the strong survive?My ourse in Freudian psyhology taught me to believe that my unonsious self was ertainlydevious, apable of the most insidious subonsious fraud, and �lled with savage rage and infantileimpulses that I ould not trust, no matter what I told myself. The unonsious was understood tobe a garbage heap of undesirable impulses, long ago disarded by ivilization. Slips of the tongueand dreams betrayed the self's hidden nefarious true desires. The spontaneous self, the impulsiveportion of my nature, beame most suspet, sine in my spontaneous ats I ould unwittingly revealnot my basi goodness, but the hidden shoddiness of my motives. Programmed and onditioned7



from hildhood to fail or sueed, the heights and depths of eah person's experiene were seen tobe the result of infantile behavior patterns that rigidly ontrolled us for a lifetime.

Darwinian and Freudian onepts were also reeted in my Bible studies. Given the earth asliving grounds by a apriious and vengeful God, who would one day destroy the world, I ame tobelieve that our speies was bound for ultimate tragedy and extintion. Born blighted by originalsin, reated imperfet by a perfet God who then punished me for my imperfetions, and who wouldsend me to hell if I did not adore Him, I ame to see myself as an innately awed and sinful self,a reature bound to do wrong regardless of any strong good intent. Being the member of a speiesof sinners, ontaminated by original sin even before birth, innately driven by evil, and sometimesdemoni, fores that must be kept in hek by good work, prayer, and penane, I ame to distrustmy inner self and to fear my own spontaneity. How ould I be \good" when my self was \bad"? Theonditions of life and illness were seen as punishment sent by God upon his erring reatures, or as atrial sent by God, to be borne stoially. Life was indeed a valley of sorrows.

My ourse in existential philosophy was simply a variation upon the theme. It onvined methat life was an unpleasant and inherently meaningless ondition of existene from whih release8



was welomely sought and that the end justi�es the means, espeially if that end is Man. Lifewas replete with guilt, pain, su�ering, and death, and in the words of Woody Allen, \was overmuh too quikly." One is born alone and dies alone. There is no esape from this ondition ofisolation for the self who pereives the universe and everyone else as \not-self" and \other" (\Hellis other people"). Jean Paul Sartre's novels, Nausea and No Exit, persuaded me that I was bornwithout reason (beause \existene preedes essene" and no a priori meaning or purpose ould beassigned to my being sine nothing is pre-given but must be reated), that I prolong myself out ofweakness (beause I do not have the ourage to ommit suiide), and that I will die by hane inan ultimately meaningless universe. Belief in God, in the existene of spiritual realities, and in anafterlife may serve as a onsolation to the ego faed with the threat of nonexistene, but I mustnot deeive myself. The separate self is eventually overome by death. The skull always grins atthe banquet of life. Everyone must die; everything gained must eventually be relinquished. Nothinglasts; everything hanges. Eventually I must onfront the threat of my own extintion and refuse topretend that things an get better. Try as I may to reate meaning through my individual ations,even the most heroi ations annot overome feelings of existential dread and ontologial anxiety.Like a harater in one of Pirandello's novels, I was a personality in searh of an author. Like anator in one of Bekett's plays, I was waiting for a Godot who would never arrive. Even love itselfseemed only a romanti illusion.

My natural siene ourse had the most impat of all. Siene led me to suppose that my exquisiteselfonsiousness and all of life itself was nothing more than an aidental by-produt of inert atomsand moleules and the hane onglomeration of lifeless hemial elements, mindlessly oming to-gether into an existene that was bound to end in a godless, unaring, and mehanial universe thatwas itself aidentally reated. The emotions of love and joy, the virtues of kindness and generosity,all thoughts and wisdom, religious sentiments and onsiousness itself were merely epiphenomenaof the errati ativity of neural �rings, hormones, and neurotransmitters. Consiousness was theresult of a brain that was itself nothing but a highly ompliated mehanism that only happened toome into existene, and had no reality outside of that struture. The self was simply the aidentalpersoni�ation of the body's biologial mehanisms. Feelings of onsious hoie were only reetionsof brain state ativity at any given time. The great reative, individual thrust of life within eahperson beame assigned to a ommon soure in past onditioning or to the aidental nature of genesor redued to a generalized mass of eletrohemial impulses and neurologial proesses.22Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 102:0.1 - TO THE unbelieving materialist, man is simply an evolutionaryaident. His hopes of survival are strung on a �gment of mortal imagination; his fears, loves, longings, and beliefs arebut the reation of the inidental juxtaposition of ertain lifeless atoms of matter. No display of energy nor expressionof trust an arry him beyond the grave. The devotional labors and inspirational genius of the best of men are doomedto be extinguished by death, the long and lonely night of eternal oblivion and soul extintion. Nameless despair isman's only reward for living and toiling under the temporal sun of mortal existene. Eah day of life slowly andsurely tightens the grasp of a pitiless doom whih a hostile and relentless universe of matter has dereed shall be therowning insult to everything in human desire whih is beautiful, noble, lofty, and good.But suh is not man's end and eternal destiny; suh a vision is but the ry of despair uttered by some wanderingsoul who has beome lost in spiritual darkness, and who bravely struggles on in the fae of the mehanisti sophistriesof a material philosophy, blinded by the onfusion and distortion of a omplex learning. And all this doom of darknessand all this destiny of despair are forever dispelled by one brave streth of faith on the part of the most humble and9



Projeting these ideas upon nature at large, the natural world appeared equally explainable,dangerous, and threatening, espeially the non-human animal world. Given to humans to do withas we wished by our speieisti God, animals were in a \natural" subordinate position in the GreatChain of Being. Lifted up above the beasts at the pinnale end of a great evolutionary sale, onlyhumans possessed onsiousness and self-onsiousness, intellet and imagination, emotion and freewill, and the dignity of a spiritual life. Only humans were to be granted souls or a rih psyhologiallife. Animals were mere eletrohemial mahines that operated solely by the mehanism of instint.Being reatures literally without a enter of meaning, animals were to be regarded simply as physialobjets, like roks and stars, blind alike to pain or desire and without intrinsi worth or value.An individual animal's existene ould have no higher meaning or purpose than to be a resourefor human use or onsumed as mere foodstu� in a daily tooth-and-law struggle for survival that waseverywhere beset by the threat of illness, disaster, and death. The sari�e of hundreds of thousandsof animals in experiments that would be unethial if performed on human beings beame justi�edin the pursuit of knowledge if it was a means toward the goal of proteting the saredness of humanlife and the survival of the human speies, regardless of the onsequenes.

Beoming the Self I Thought I Was. Unknown to me at the time, my aademi ourse workwas indotrinating me into what transpersonal psyhologist Charles Tart (1992a, Chapter 2) allsthe \Western Creed" - a set of impliit assumptions about the nature of the psyhe and the natureof reality that have ome to haraterize muh of the modern seular world, that have pratialonsequenes on the human spirit, and that blok progress in understanding the spiritual side ofourselves. Operating for the most part outside of my onsious awareness, these psyhologiallyinvisible beliefs programmed my experiene to suh an extent that they took on the appearaneof fat. Interpreting the private events of my life in light of these assumptions about the natureof physial reality and human personality, I unonsiously put together my pereptions so thatthey seemed to bear out those beliefs. My beliefs seletively strutured my experiene so thatexperiene ame to �t the beliefs I had about it. Pereptions and beliefs beame mutually andseletively reinforing. What I believed to be true beame true in my experiene. Imaginationand emotion, following the ontours of my beliefs, not only olored and intangibly strutured myunlearned of God's hildren on earth. 10



subjetive experiene, but also onditioned me to at in ertain ways in aordane with those beliefs.Believed in fervently enough, they ame to at like powerful hypnoti suggestions that triggeredspei� ations strongly implied by the beliefs. The end result was a set of unexamined struturedbeliefs that were automatially ated upon. I reated events that more or less onformed to thosebeliefs, and thus beame the self that I thought I was.
\Siene Loves Skeptiism Exept When Skeptiism is Applied to Siene." Therealways remained lingering doubts, however, about what I had ome to believe. I found it ironithat the basis of the sienti� empirial method and the framework behind all of our organizedstrutures of siene, rested upon a subjetive reality that was not onsidered valid by the verysienti� institutions that were formed through its auspies. How ould suh a vital onsiousnessas my own even suppose itself to be the end produt of the hane meeting of inert elements thatwere themselves lifeless, but somehow managed to ombine in suh a way that our speies attainedulture, tehnology, philosophy, siene, mediine, literature, and spae travel?3 Siene almost mademe believe in magi! What a osmi joke that the atomi and hemial omposition of my own brainwas somehow intelligent enough to understand the irony of its own meaninglessness. Certainly abrain that ould oneive of purpose, meaning, and reativity somehow had to emerge from a greaterpurpose, meaning, and reativity. Certainly it was not purposelessness that gave us the designof nature, the well-ordered geneti ativity, or the elegant sequenes of moleular strutures thatsupport the reation of amino aids and proteins that sustain physial life. Certainly it was notmeaninglessness that gave rise to the reative drama of our dreams. Certainly it was not genetihane that is responsible for the preision with whih we grow spontaneously, without knowing how,from a fetus to an adult. Certainly it was not environmental neessity that aused the existene ofheroi themes and ideals that pervade human life. Surely all of these give evidene of a greatermeaning, purpose, and ontext in whih we have our being.How ould atheisti siene, I wondered further, stress the speies' aidental presene in theuniverse and the belief that we owe our physial existene to the hane onglomeration of atomsand moleules and still expet our speies to be the most moral of reatures or to feel that one's lifehas meaning or purpose? How an we trust ourselves and look at ourselves with self-respet anddignity and live lives of honor, or expet goodness and merit from others, if we believe we are membersof a speies in whih only the �ttest survive through a struggle of toothand-law, as implied by thetheories of evolution? One question led to another. Yet while referring to the Big Bang theory orto the theory of evolution, my teahers seemed to aept them as fats about existene. It appearedalmost heretial to express any skeptiism that threatened the given wisdom of those theories thatserved to provide our ulture's \oÆial" version of events.When the full weight of these unanswered questions and unquestioned beliefs �nally fell upon me,a sik and sinking feeling began to well up in the pit of my stomah. Amid suh a onglomeration of3Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 58:2.3 - And yet some of the less imaginative of your mortal mehanists insiston viewing material reation and human evolution as an aident. The Urantia midwayers have assembled over �ftythousand fats of physis and hemistry whih they deem to be inompatible with the laws of aidental hane, andwhih they ontend unmistakably demonstrate the presene of intelligent purpose in the material reation. And all ofthis takes no aount of their atalogue of more than one hundred thousand �ndings outside the domain of physis andhemistry whih they maintain prove the presene of mind in the planning, reation, and maintenane of the materialosmos. 11



negative beliefs, the idea of a good and innoent inner self seemed almost sandalous. To enourageexpression of that self appeared foolhardy, for it seemed only too lear that if the lid of awarenesswere opened, so to speak, all kinds of inner demons and enraged impulses would rush forth. Thiswebwork of beliefs had deprived my mind and body of the zest and purpose needed to enjoy pursuitsor ativities and made any endeavor appear futile. I began to feel adrift, without a higher goal orvision. I felt suspiious, frightened, angry, aloof, and alone. In this onfusion of thoughts and fears, Ifelt my life to be meaningless and hungered for something more sustaining. I was experiening whatWilliam James (1936) alled \soul sikness."

The Kite as My Symbol of Transformation As I lay exhausted upon my bed one springafternoon in 1970, I slipped into a trane-like state and had a waking dream. My onfused anddisordered mind suddenly symbolized itself as a kite onneted to a long string held by mentalhands. The kite was uttering in �ts and starts, bu�eted about by turbulent gusts of inner windthat threatened to tear it to piees. \How an I stop this violent ommotion of my mind?" I thoughtaloud. \Cut the string," an inner voie replied. \But if I do that, then I'll lose my mind," I answeredbak, fearing that if I ut that string I would release my mind to y o� into some dark, unfathomableand limitless reess of the psyhe, forever swallowed up by my own subjetivity. \What else an Ido?" I implored. \Pull the kite in," an answer ame. Slowly I began to tug on that mental string,but the more I pulled, the more wildly did that kite toss and turn. Thrown about by the tumultuousenergy of some wild psyhi wind, my mental kite threatened to tumble and shatter onto that innerlandsape. I was at a loss at what to do to end this turmoil of body, mind, and spirit. I feared thatI was losing my mind.At this point, my mind suddenly opened up and leaped beyond itself. Some indesribable element,some spiritual intangible, touhed me and said: \If you want to save yourself, you must �rst loseyourself. If you want to hold onto yourself, then you must let yourself go." All at one I knew whatI had to do. In a moment of faith, instilled by an unaustomed sense of trust and safety, I slowlylet the string out so that the kite asended higher and higher until it found its way up through theturbulene and turmoil into the alm and peaeful sky above. My mental kite now oated easily andgently with a newfound sense of ease and freedom. I was suddenly �lled with an additional energy,a new buoyany and joy. Sitting up in bed and opening my eyes, I sat trans�xed. Another worldseemed to shimmer within and around whatever I looked at. Everything seemed to be what it was,yet somehow more. A hange had ourred in me. I felt my personality lik into a new fous andbeome lined up with an invisible part of my own reality that I had barely sensed before. The entirefeeling-tone of my personality was hanged. In that brief moment of intense, expanded onsiousness,I felt and experiened diretly a Presene so reative, understanding, and lovingly permissive thatits good nature and loving intent ould indeed reate and maintain worlds. In a way quite diÆultto desribe, I felt myself to be a part of nature's framework and one with nature's soure.My earlier psyhologial reality beame meaningless to me. It was superseded by a biologiallyand spiritually rooted faith that my existene was meaningful preisely beause of my onnetionwith nature and with that greater inde�nable framework of existene from whih all life springs, eventhough that meaning was not intelletually understood at the time. I felt deeply within myself that12



the quality of identity and the nature of existene were far more mysterious than I ould presentlyunderstand.

Epiphany. Looking inward and remaining open to my intuitions, I felt deeply within myselfindivisible onnetions not only with the earth itself, but with deeper realities. While in the throesof what seemed to me to be inspiration of almost unbearable intensity, I got the idea that the universewas formed out of what God is, that it was the natural extension of divine reativity, lovingly formedfrom the inside out, so to speak. I felt that in ertain basi and vital ways, my own onsiousnessand being was a portion of that divine gestalt. As philosopher-theologian John Hik (1999) in hisbook, The Fifth Dimension: An Exploration of the Spiritual Dimension, put it:There is an aspet of us that is `in tune' with the Transendent. This aspet is referredto as the image of God within us; or as the divine spark spoken of by Plotinus, Pseudo-Dionysius, Ekhart, Ruusbroe, Suso, Tauler and many other Christian mystis; or as`that of God in every man'; or as the atman whih in our deepest nature we all are; or asour `true self', the `seless self', or as the universal Buddha nature within us. It is thisaspet of our being that is a�eted by the ultimately Real to the extent that we are opento that reality. (p. 41)I beame aware that God (or whatever term you wish to use for Nature's soure) is so muh a partof His (or Her or Its) reations that it is almost impossible to separate the Creator from the reations,that eah hypothetial point in the universe is in diret ontat with God in the most basi terms,and that this indissoluble onnetion an never be severed. I got the piture that there is a portion ofGod that is direted and foused and residing within eah of us that is more intimate than our breath.It is the fore that forms our esh and our identities in that it is responsible for the energy thatgives vitality and validity to our unique personalities. I pereived all Being to be ontinually upheld,supported, and maintained by this ever-expanding, ever-reative energy that forms everything andof whih eah human being is a part. As physiist-theologian John Polkinghorne (1998) in his bookBelief in God in an Age of Siene put it:Our moral intuitions are intimations of the perfet will, our aestheti pleasures a sharing inthe Creator's joy, our religious intuitions whispers of God's presene. The understandingof the value-laden harater of our world is that there is a supreme Soure of Value whosenature is reeted in all that is held in being. (pp. 19-20)I also felt the inoneivable vitality of a God that is truly multidimensional { a God that is apart of reation and yet is also more than what reation is, in the same way that the whole is morethan the sum of its parts. His nature transends all dimensions of ativity, onsiousness, or reality,while still being a part of eah. Yet this is no impersonal God. Sine its energy gives rise to youand me and all human personalities, how ould this be? This portion of God that is both aware of13



itself as you, that is foused within your existene, and that is also aware of itself as something morethat you, is a loving and reative, redemptive God that is both transendent and personal. Thisportion of God herishes and protets you and looks out for your interests and may be alled uponfor help when neessary in a personal manner through prayer that always ontains its own answer ifyou believe and desire to reeive it (Mark 11:24).It is very diÆult to try to assign anything like human motivation to God. I an only say that thatinitial experiene revealed the existene of an entity who was possessed by \the need" to lovinglyreate from His own being - to lovingly transform His own reality - in suh a way that even the mostslightest thought that emerged within His in�nitely massive, omnipotent, superlative, and reativeimagination attained dimensions of atuality impossible to desribe. This was no stati, impassibleGod that I pereived. It was a vision and version of a God who, seeking to know Himself, onstantlyand lovingly reates new versions of Himself out of Himself (or Herself). This \seeking Himself"is a reative ativity, the ore of all ation; God ating through reatio ontinua (Peaoke, 1979).Eah reation arries indelibly within itself this harateristi of its Soure. Just as one's awarenessand experiene of God onstantly hanges and grows, all portions of God are onstantly hanging,enfolding and unfolding as the universe does (see, for example, Bohm, 1980).

The loving support, the loving enouragement, the need to see that any and all possible realitiesbeome probable and have the hane to emerge, pereive, and love - that is the intent of the divinesubjetivity and reativity that I pereived in that state of expanded onsiousness. I felt deeplythat our losest approximation of the purpose of the universe ould be found in those loving emotionsthat we might have toward the development of our own hildren, in our intent to have them developtheir fullest apabilities. And God loves all that He has reated down to the least. He is awareof every sparrow that falls beause He is every sparrow. Everything that was or is or will be iskept in immediate attention, poised in a divine ontext that is haraterized by suh a brilliantonentration that the grandest and the lowest, the largest and the smallest, are equally held in aloving onstant fous. His awareness and attention is indeed direted with a prime reator's love toeah onsiousness. God IS Love (1 John, 4:8, 16).Aftermath. The highly harged energy generated by this experiene was enough to hange mylife in a matter of moments. The insights that I reeived strongly lashed with previously held ideasand beliefs, giving the experiene its initial explosive, volatile, and intrusive quality. I had been ledby my experiene beyond the framework of beliefs that had given it birth. My task was now toorrelate the new intuitive knowledge with the beliefs of the Western Creed that I had so willinglyaepted before, and to reform my knowledge frameworks to make them strong enough to supportthe new insights. Aepted frameworks and answers now made little sense to me. I ould no longeraept answers given by others, but now insisted upon �nding my own. I ould no longer ontinueto think about God in the old ways, for the experiene had brought me far beyond suh a point. Ihad now to free myself and be true to my own vision. Shortly thereafter I left the Seminary to seethe world �rsthand, driven by a �ne impatiene, a divine disontent that drives me on even today. Ifelt immeasurably strengthened and supported by an inner ertainty that instilled in me a sense ofsafety, optimism, and trust in my own nature and in that unknown soure in whih we all have ourbeing and from whih our vitality springs daily. I knew somehow that my existene has a meaning14



and purpose even if that meaning and purpose is not intelletually understood.

Expanding the irle of ompassion. The insights that I reeived during that state of ex-panded onsiousness required me to beome more responsive and responsible in my behavior. Italso brought with it a sympathy with life that had earlier been laking, espeially for animals - a sen-sitivity that remains strong, hallenging, and intense to this day. I understood for the �rst time thatmy humanness did not emerge by refusing my animal heritage, but upon an extension of what thatheritage is. It was not a matter of rising above my animal nature to truly appreiate my spirituality,but of evolving from a fuller understanding of that nature. I am not separated from animals and therest of existene by virtue of possessing an eternal inner onsiousness; rather, suh a onsiousnessis within all life, whatever its form. The onsiousness that exists within animals is as valid andeternal as my own, for eah individual being is . . .A vital, onsious portion of the universe [that℄ simply by being, �ts into the universeand into universal purposes in a way that no one else an . . . an individualized segmentof the universe; a beloved individual, formed with in�nite are and love, uniquely giftedwith a life like no other. (Butts, 1997a, pp. 147-148)
I also ame to understand the symbolism of my kite experiene: There is a portion of universalreative energy that beomes individualized to form my being and that sustains and nourishes myexistene, and when I beome too intent in maintaining my own reality I lose it, beause I am denyingthe reativity upon whih it rests.The farther reahes of transpersonal psyhology. When my formal training as a psyhologistbegan, I was onstantly on the outlook for some kind of framework that would help me translatethat spetaular inner vision into terms that made psyhologial sense. Transpersonal psyhologyand the writings of gifted writer and mysti Seth-Jane Roberts (Butts, 1995, 1997a, 1997b, 1997,1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 1999b, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003a, 2003b; Roberts, 1966, 1970, 1972, 1974, 1975,1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1981a, 1981b, 1986a, 1986b, 1986) has helped me to makethat translation in a way that was psyhologially sound and faithful to the underlying omplexityof the original experiene. The works of Jane Roberts, olletively referred to as The Seth Material,strongly informs the ontent of the present monograph. Arguably transpersonal in origin, \the15



basi �rm groundwork of the [Seth℄ material and its primary ontribution lies in the onept thatonsiousness itself indeed reates matter, that onsiousness is not imprisoned by matter but formsit, and that onsiousness is not limited or bound by time or spae" (Butts, 1997, p. 312). Thewritings of Jane Roberts hint at the multidimensional nature of the human psyhe and identifypotentials of exeptional human experienes and transformative apaities that are a part of ourspeies' heritage. In my view, systemati study of The Seth Material has the potential of o�eringthe �eld of transpersonal psyhology an opportunity of initiating its own further development, trulymaking it the \`higher' Fourth Psyhology, transpersonal, transhuman, entered in the osmos ratherthan in human needs and interest, going beyond humanness, identity, self-atualization, and the like"(Maslow, 1968, pp. iii-iv) that Abraham Maslow envisioned it to be.
0.4 Introdution
Seeking spirituality in ontemporary life. There has been a striking inrease of interest inthings \spiritual" over the past 30 years. One need only visit a loal bookstore to �nd shelves of booksand audiotapes on topis suh as altered states of onsiousness and ontating one's inner guide,extrasensory pereption and luid dreaming, meditation and mystiism, near-death experienes andout-of-body experienes, reinarnation and shamanism, spiritualism and trane hanneling. Cultur-ally and soially, there is a growing desire for books, seminars, audiotapes, magazines, and aademiourses that deal with exeptional human experienes and human transformative apaities. Peopleare \desperately seeking spirituality" (Taylor, 1994).Not a passing fad. The ultural and soial interest in spirituality is not a passing fad, norhas its absorption into mainstream ontemporary life diminished its vitality or strength over time.The modern trend away from traditional olletivist forms of exoteri religion, on the one hand, andthe postmodern movement toward innovative personal forms of esoteri spirituality, on the other,oupled with the redisovery of anient and ross-ultural forms of spiritual praties, have giventoday's soial and ultural interest in spiritual experienes and human transformative apaities astrong grounding in ontemporary life.Interest in religion extends to modern psyhology. Interest in spirituality is not on�nedto the general publi, but extends to modern psyhology. Psyhology's interest in spirituality andreligion goes bak at least to the work of Sir Franis Galton whose paper titled \Statistial Inquiries inthe EÆay of Prayer" (Galton, 1872) examined the orrelations between ertain religious pratiesand physial health (and found none). William James's 1902 lassi aount of \The Varieties ofReligious Experiene" is a landmark in the history of modern Amerian psyhology (James, 1936).Clinial value of religious beliefs reognized. In the area of ounseling psyhology, researhonneting religion, spirituality, and health has been a vibrant researh area (Engels, 2001; Fretz,16



1989). The Amerian Psyhologial Assoiation (APA) has aknowledged the linial value of usinglient's religious beliefs in therapy, publishing suh books as \Religion and the Clinial Pratieof Psyhology" (Shafranske, 1996) and \A Spiritual Strategy for Counseling and Psyhotherapy"(Rihards & Bergin, 1997). An individual's religious orientation is now viewed as a useful adjuntto traditional forms of therapy in bringing about desired therapeuti outomes.Orthodox psyhology's view of religion and spirituality has not always been a positiveone. Humanity is by nature a spiritual reature. It is one of our strongest attributes as a speies andyet it is the part of our psyhology most often overlooked by onventional psyhology. As prinipleinvestigators of the NIH Working Group on Researh on Spirituality, Religion, and Health observed:\For muh of the 20th entury, [researh on spirituality and religion℄ were isolated from mainstreamsienti� disourse and journals of the �eld" (Miller & Thoresen, 2004, p. 55). Lak of attentionto humanity's spiritual nature is reeted in the fat that the term \religion" or \spirituality" isnot mentioned in most introdutory psyhology textbook. Orthodox psyhology has traditionallyhad little regard for what Gordon Allport (1969) alled the \religious sentiment" and its funtion of\relating the individual meaningfully to being" (p. 98) beause it had long been believed that . . .Devoteness reets irrationality and superstition. A religious orientation serves as aruth for people who an't handle life. Religious beliefs indiate emotional instability.Comments like these illustrate psyhology's traditional view of religion. AlthoughWilliamJames and other early psyhologists were interested in the topi, psyhologists sine Freudhave generally seen religious belief and pratie as signs of weakness or even pathology.(Clay, 1996, p. 1)Psyhology again exploring topis relevant to siene and religion. Yet psyhology'spotential ontribution to the task of understanding humanity's \religious sentiment" and larifyingthe relationship between siene and religion in the modern world annot be denied. \Next to thedeep mystery of the divine nature, the mystery of the human person is of entral signi�ane for thewhole disussion, sine sienti� and religious onerns interset most learly in our embodied nature"(Polkinghorne, 1998, p. 80). Psyhology is now exploring the following areas that are relevant tothis topi:� States of onsiousness (Hunt, 1995)� Meditation (Murphy & Donovan, 1997)� Luid dreaming (Gakenbak & Bosveld, 1989)� Psyhedelis (Grof, 1988)� Near-death experienes (Ring, 1982)� Trane hanneling (Hastings, 1991)� Cross-ultural ontemplative development (Walsh & Shapiro, 1983)� The relation of psyhosis to mystiism (J. Nelson, 1994)� The relation of brain states to mind states (Austin, 1998)Sienti� study of onsiousness leads to \birth" of transpersonal psyhology. Thesestudies have thrown light on how spiritual praties work, on�rmed some of their bene�ts, and ledto the birth of \transpersonal psyhology," a �eld of psyhology that emerged in the late 1960's outof humanisti psyhology, and that is dediated to integrating the wisdom of the world's premodern17



religions, modern psyhologial sienes, and onstrutive postmodern philosophies (Wul�, 1991,Chapter 12).What are transpersonal experienes? Transpersonal psyhology has as one of its tasks thesienti� investigation of transpersonal experienes. What are \transpersonal experienes"?Transpersonal experienes may be de�ned as experienes in whih the sense of identityor self extends beyond (trans) the individual or personal to enompass wider aspets ofhumankind, life, psyhe, and osmos . . . [Their℄ orrelates inlude the nature, varieties,auses, and e�ets of transpersonal experienes and development, as well as the psyholo-gies, philosophies, disiplines, arts, ultures, lifestyles, reations, and religions inspiredby them, or that seek to indue, express, apply, or understand them. (Walsh & Vaughn,1993a, pp. 3, 269)An introdution to transpersonal psyhology. This monograph presents an introdutionto transpersonal psyhology - its sope, historial origins, ontemporary perspetives, and researhmethods. Various de�nitions of transpersonal psyhology are distinguished, phenomena studied bytranspersonal psyhologists are identi�ed, transpersonal psyhology's relationship to religion is de-sribed, and the importane of the transpersonal vision is explained. The premodern roots, modernemergene, and postmodern developments of transpersonal psyhology are outlined. How transper-sonal researh is onduted and desribed.The transpersonal vision. What transpersonal psyhology has disovered, and what anientmystial traditions have dislosed is that there are \unexplored reative apaities, depths of psyhe,states of onsiousness, and stages of development undreamed of by most people" (Walsh & Vaughn,1993a, p. 1). Transpersonal psyhology has opened up new areas of omprehension and reativity forontemporary psyhology by alling attention to the existene of aspets of personality ation thattransend standardized, orthodox ideas about the nature of the human psyhe and, by impliation,the nature of the known and \unknown" realities in whih we dwell.
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Chapter 1What is Transpersonal Psyhology?

WHAT IS TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOLOGY?Transpersonal psyhology, if known to mainstream psyhologists at all, is most oftenassoiated with New Age rystal gazers, astrologers, believers in withraft, drug users,meditators, oultists, spiritual healers, martial artists, and other purveyors of pop psy-hology, in short; everything that a truly legitimate sienti� and aademi psyhologyis not. The stereotype is, of ourse, inaurate. For, like the fabled philosopher's stone,its seemingly weird exterior masks a more important philosophial hallenge, the fullartiulation and subsequent owering of whih may yet prove to be the undoing of theredutionist mainstream. (Taylor, 1992, p. 285)1.1 De�nition of Transpersonal PsyhologyDe�nitions of transpersonal psyhology over the past 35 years. One way to gain an under-standing of transpersonal psyhology is to examine de�nitions of transpersonal psyhology. Figure1-1 presents a representative sample of de�nitions of transpersonal psyhology published between1967-2003.Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology20Themati analysis of de�nitions from 1968-1991. Based on an analysis of over 200 previously-published de�nitions of transpersonal psyhology ited in the literature over a 23 year period, Lajoie& Shapiro (1992) identi�ed the following most frequently ited themes:19



� States of onsiousness� Highest or ultimate potential� Beyond ego or self� Transendene� SpiritualBased on these �ve most frequently found major themes, Lajoie & Shapiro (1992) synthesized thefollowing de�nition: \Transpersonal psyhology is onerned with the study of humanity's highestpotential, and with the reognition, understanding, and realization of unitive, spiritual, and tran-sendent states of onsiousness" (p. 91).Themati analysis of de�nitions from 1991-2001.S.I. Shapiro and Phillipe L. Gross, o-editors of \The International Journal of TranspersonalStudies", and transpersonal psyhologist Grae W. Lee in 2002 onduted a themati analysis of80 English-language passages in the transpersonal literature published in a variety of soures in-luding books, journal artiles, websites, brohures, newsletters, ditionaries, enylopedias, shoolatalogues, and onvention papers between 1991 through 2001 that addressed the \essene" transper-sonal psyhology.A themati analysis of these passages revealed that the two most frequent ategories,ourring 53 (66.2%) and 49 (61.2%) times, respetively were: (a) Going beyond or tran-sending the individual, ego, self, the personal, personality, or personal identity; existeneof a deeper, true, or authenti Self; and (b) Spirituality, psyhospiritual, psyhospiritualdevelopment, the spiritual, spirit. Other, less frequent, themes inluded: speial statesof onsiousness; interonnetivity/unity; going beyond other shools of psyhology; em-phasis on a sienti� approah; mystiism; full range of onsiousness; greater poten-tial; inlusion of non-Western psyhologies; meditation; and existene of a wider reality.(Shapiro, Lee, and Gross, 2002, p. 19)Transpersonal psyhology de�ned. Transpersonal psyhology, as de�ned in this monograph, isonerned with the reognition, aknowledgement, and study of reative human experienes andbehaviors and human transformative apaities assoiated with a broad range of normal and nonor-dinary states, strutures, funtions, and developments of onsiousness in whih personality ationextends beyond the usual boundaries of ego-direted awareness and personal identity and even tran-sends onventional limitations of spae and time; hene the term, \transpersonal."Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (1967-1975)� 1967. In the �rst publi announement of transpersonal psyhology given in a leture at theFirst Unitarian Churh in San Franiso in 1967, Abraham H. Maslow provides a preliminary andinformal desription of \transhumanisti" psyhology (later alled transpersonal psyhology).\ `Transhumanisti psyhology' [deals℄ with transendent experienes and with transendent val-ues. The fully developed (and very fortunate) human being, working under the best onditions tendsto be motivated by values, whih transend . . . the geographial limitations of the self. Thus onebegins to talk about transhumanisti psyhology." (Maslow, 1969a, pp. 3-4)|||||||{20



� 1969. Transpersonal psyhotherapist Anthony Sutih (founder and �rst editor of the \Journal ofTranspersonal Psyhology") provides one of the �rst formal de�nitions of transpersonal psyhologyin 1969 in the inaugural issue of \The Journal of Transpersonal Psyhology" (Vol. 1, No. 1, Spring1969).\The emerging Transpersonal Psyhology (`fourth fore') is onerned spei�ally withthe empirial, sienti� study of, and responsible implementation of the �ndings relevantto, beoming, individual and speies-wide meta-needs, ultimate values, unitive onsious-ness, peak experienes, B-values, estasy, mystial experiene, awe, being, self-atua-lization, essene, bliss, wonder, ultimate meaning, transendene of self, spirit, oneness,osmi awareness, individual and speies-wide synergy, maximal interpersonal enounter,saralization of everyday life, transendental phenomena, osmi self-humor and playful-ness; maximal sensory awareness, responsiveness and expression; and related onepts,experienes and ativities." (Sutih, 1969, pp. 15-16)|||||||{� 1971. Elmer Green and Alye Green (pioneer researhers of biofeedbak and the voluntaryontrol of internal states) de�ne transpersonal psyhology within the ontext of ultimate values andmeaning.\Transpersonal psyhology might be de�ned as the psyhology of ultimate or highestmeanings and values, and psyhologists who explore in this area must be prepared toexamine all institutions and ativities from the point of view of suh meanings and values."(Green & Green, 1971, pp. 42) |||||||{� 1974. Edgar Mithell, Apollo 14 astronaut and founder of the Institute of Noeti Sienes - anorganization that hroniles news, data, and opinions from the interdisiplinary �eld of onsious-ness researh - publishes \Psyhi Exploration: A Challenge for Siene" that o�ers a de�nition oftranspersonal psyhology within the ontext of parapsyhology.\Transpersonal psyhology [is℄ a new major psyhologial approah to the study of theperson that emphasizes humanity's ultimate development or transendent potential asindividuals and a speies . . . A blend of the best in siene and religion, it provides aperspetive in whih the �ndings of psyhi researh are given signi�ane sub speieaeternitatis. And in turn, transpersonal psyhology takes its plae within noetis, thegeneral study of onsiousness." (Mithell & White, 1974, pp. 696, 569)|||||||{� 1975. Charles T. Tart's 1975 book \Transpersonal Psyhologies", the �rst major work to system-atially examine the world's major religions and spiritual traditions from a transpersonal perspetive,identi�es humanity's spiritual traditions (i.e., Zen Buddhism, Yoga, Christianity, Su�sm) as \tradi-tional transpersonal psyhologies."\Traditional transpersonal psyhologies, whih I shall all spiritual psyhologies . . . deal. . . with human experiene in the realm we all spiritual, that vast realm of human po-tential dealing with ultimate purposes, with higher entities, with God, with love, withompassion, with purpose." (Tart, 1992a, p. 4)21



Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (1980-1984)� 1980. Roger Walsh and Franes Vaughn publish one of the �rst olletions of writings fromontemporary ontributors to the transpersonal literature in their book \Beyond Ego: TranspersonalDimensions in Psyhology" that o�ered the following de�nition of transpersonal psyhology.\Transpersonal psyhology is onerned with expanding the �eld of psyhologial inquiryto inlude the study of optimal psyhologial health and well-being. It reognizes thepotential for experiening a broad range of states of onsiousness, in some of whihidentity may extend beyond the usual limits of the ego and personality." (Walsh andVaughn, 1980, p. 16) |||||||{� 1982. Physiist Fritjof Capra, author of international best sellers \The Tao of Physis" and\The Turning Point" (a book that was subsequently turned into a nationally-alaimed �lm alled\Mind Walk") provides a de�nition of the \new" transpersonal psyhology that oneives it to be avital part of the ongoing sienti�, soial, and ultural shift from a redutionisti and materialistiworldview toward a more holisti paradigm of siene and spirit.\Transpersonal psyhology is onerned, diretly or indiretly, with the reognition, un-derstanding, and realization of nonordinary, mystial, or `transpersonal' states of on-siousness, and with the psyhologial onditions that represent barriers to suh transper-sonal realizations . . . [This℄ new psyhology . . . is onsistent with the systems view of lifeand in harmony with the views of spiritual traditions, . . . [that℄ sees the human organ-ism as an integrated whole involving interdependent physial and psyhologial patterns,. . . [and reognizes℄ that the psyhologial situation of an individual annot be separatedfrom the emotional, soial, and ultural environment." (Capra, 1982, pp. 367-369)|||||||{� 1982. Psyhologists Leonard Zusne and Warren Jones publish the book \Anomalisti Psyhol-ogy: A Study of Extraordinary Phenomena of Behavior and Experiene" that lari�es the relationshipbetween transpersonal psyhology and traditional onepts of the oult.\Transpersonal psyhology is onerned with meaningful and spiritual aspets of life, suhas peak experienes, transendene of self, self-atualization, and osmi onsiousness.As suh, it only partially subsumes traditional oult onepts." (Zusne & Jones, 1982,pp. 462-463). |||||||{� 1984. Rihard Mann, editor of the State University of New York (SUNY) Series in Transpersonaland Humanisti Psyhology, de�nes the transpersonal approah and delineates the potential of this\new form of psyhology" alled transpersonal psyhology.\Transpersonal psyhology . . . is a psyhology that honors all the world's great spiritualtraditions and their mythi portrayal and appreiation of the divinity of eah human being- the inner Self. Thus, transpersonal psyhology extends our sense of the full ourse of22



human development to inlude intuitions of our essential nature and of ways in whihthat nature might be more fully revealed, realized, and enjoyed . . . In addition, the term`transpersonal' alls our attention to a state of onsiousness that enables some humanbeings to experiene reality in ways that transend our ordinary `personal' perspetives.Therefore, a transpersonal psyhology would also be one that aknowledges the possibilityof going beyond the limited outlook of everyday awareness." (Mann, 1984, pp. viii-ix)Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (1988-1989)� 1988. Philosopher Mihael Washburn - one of the �rst sholars to ground the transpersonalnotion of ego transendene in the psyhoanalyti theory of ego development - de�nes transpersonalpsyhology in his book, \The Ego and the Dynami Ground: A Transpersonal Theory of HumanDevelopment".\Transpersonal psyhology is the study of human nature and development that pro-eeds on the assumption that humans possess potentialities that surpass the limits of thenormally developed ego. It is an inquiry that presupposes that the ego, as ordinarilyonstituted, an be transended and that a higher, transegoi1 plane or stage of life ispossible. Transpersonal psyhology is less a subdisipline of psyhology than it is a mul-tidisiplinary inquiry aimed at a holisti understanding of human nature. It is a synthesisof several disiplines, inluding most importantly not only the larger disipline of psy-hology, but also the disiplines of religion and philosophy. Transpersonal psyhology isonerned not only with psyhologial notions suh as ego, unonsious, and integrationbut also with religious notions suh as fallenness, transendene, and spiritual realizationand with philosophial notions suh as selfhood, existential projet, and life-world . . . Ahief objetive of transpersonal theory is to integrate spiritual experiene within a largerunderstanding of the human psyhe. Transpersonal theory thus is ommitted to the pos-sibility of unifying spiritual and psyhologial perspetives." (Washburn, 1988, pp. v,1) |||||||{� 1989. Robert Frager (founder and �rst president of the Institute for Transpersonal Psyhology)identi�es three domains of study that transpersonal psyhology fouses upon.\Transpersonal psyhology fouses on three domains - the psyhology of personal devel-opment, the psyhology of onsiousness, and spiritual psyhology. These three mainareas overlap to form the �eld of transpersonal psyhology. The psyhology of personaldevelopment inludes those models of human nature found in: (a) psyhoanalysis andneo-Freudian personality systems, (b) the body-oriented models of therapy and growthdeveloped by Wilhelm Reih and others, and () the positive, growth-oriented modelsof Maslow and humanisti psyhology. The psyhology of onsiousness is devoted tomapping and exploring di�erent states of human funtioning, suh as dreaming, medita-tion, drug states, and parapsyhology. Spiritual psyhology onsists of the study of themodels of human nature found in the world's religious traditions and the development1Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 12:9.6 Mortal man has a spirit nuleus. The mind is a personal-energy systemexisting around a divine spirit nuleus and funtioning in a material environment. Suh a living relationship of personalmind and spirit onstitutes the universe potential of eternal personality. . . .The personality is not the same as the individual and the ego. So maybe a more adequate name for \transpersonalpsyhology" would be \spiritual psyhology". 23



of psyhologial theory that is onsistent with religious and spiritual experienes . . . Thetranspersonal approah to eah of these areas is based on an inherent interest in studyinghuman apaities and potentials and a fundamental premise that these apaities are fargreater than our urrent understanding." (Frager, 1989, p. 289)|||||||{� 1989. Transpersonal psyhologist Ronald Valle was one of the �rst sholars in the emerging new�eld of onsiousness studies to identify Aldous Huxley's (1970) \perennial philosophy" as entral tothe perspetive of transpersonal psyhology.\The following premises an be thought of as omprising an identi�able struture oressene that haraterizes any partiular psyhology or philosophy as transpersonal: (1)That a transendent, transoneptual reality or Unity binds together (i.e., is immanentin) all apparently separate phenomena, whether these phenomena be physial, ognitive,emotional, intuitive, or spiritual2. (2) That the ego- or individualized self is not the groundof human awareness but, rather, only one relative reetion-manifestation of a greatertrans-personal (as \beyond the personal") Self or One (i.e., pure onsiousness withoutsubjet or objet). (3) That eah individual an diretly experiene this transpersonalreality that is related to the spiritual dimensions of human life. (4) That this experienerepresents a qualitative shift in one's mode of experiening and involves the expansion ofone's self-identity beyond ordinary oneptual thinking and ego-self awareness (i.e., mindis not onsiousness). (5) This experiene is self-validating." (Valle, 1989, p. 261)Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (1992-1997)� 1992. Edward Brue Bynum, Diretor of the Behavioral Mediine Clini at the University ofMassahusetts Health Servies, de�nes transpersonal psyhology in a speial 1992 edition of \The Hu-manisti Psyhologist" that elebrates the ontributions of humanisti and transpersonal psyhologyto Amerian psyhology during the 100th anniversary of the Amerian Psyhologial Assoiation.\Transpersonal psyhology an be understood to be the study of non-ordinary statesof onsiousness not traditionally overed by the disipline of ego psyhology. Thisinludes states of onsiousness suh as meditation, religious estasy, trane and `uni-tive onsious experienes' often desribed in the esoteri and spiritual literature of hu-mankind. This would also inorporate the study of the psyhophysiologial tehniques andintrospetive disiplines assoiated with these states of onsiousness. Finally the �eldinludes both metaphysial and philosophial paradigms often enountered in the on-temporary �elds of theoretial physis, neurosiene, and ognitive psyhology." (Bynum,1992, pp. 301-302) |||||||{� 1993. Transpersonal psyhiatrist Roger Walsh and psyhotherapist Frane Walsh publish \PathsBeyond Ego: The Transpersonal Vision" - an updated version of their 1980 landmark book, \BeyondEgo" - that presents a thoroughly revised review of major transpersonal areas that reets thedramati growth of transpersonal psyhology into a multidisiplinary transpersonal movement.2Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 0:5.11 Personality. The personality of mortal man is neither body, mind,nor spirit; neither is it the soul. Personality is the one hangeless reality in an otherwise ever-hanging reatureexperiene; and it uni�es all other assoiated fators of individuality. The personality is the unique bestowalwhih the Universal Father makes upon the living and assoiated energies of matter, mind, and spirit, and whihsurvives with the survival of the morontial soul. 24



\Transpersonal psyhology is the psyhologial study of transpersonal experienes andtheir orrelates. These orrelates inlude the nature, varieties, auses, and e�ets oftranspersonal experienes and development, as well as the psyhologies, philosophies,disiplines, arts, ultures, life-styles, reations, and religions that are inspired by them,or that seek to indue, express, apply, or understand them." (Walsh and Vaughn, 1993a,pp. 3-4) |||||||{� 1994. Ken Wilber, a leading ontributor to transpersonal theory, de�nes transpersonal psy-hology within the ontext of the \perennial philosophy" and what the anient spiritual traditionsof Taoism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Su�sm, Christianity, and Confuianism all the \Great Chain ofBeing" (i.e., the two-fold belief that reality is omposed of strati�ed and ordered stages or levelsof being reahing from lowly insentient and nononsious matter through body, mind, and soul, upto the highest level of all-pervading Spirit, and that human beings an evolve all the way up thehierarhy to Spirit itself).\The aim of transpersonal psyhology . . . is to give a psyhologial presentation of theperennial philosophy and the Great Chain of Being, fully updated and grounded in mod-ern researh and sienti� developments. It fully aknowledges and inorporates the�ndings of modern psyhiatry, behaviorism, and developmental psyhology, and thenadds, when neessary, the further insights and experienes of the existential and spiritualdimensions of the human being." (Wilber, 1994, p. x)|||||||{� 1997. Charles T. Tart, one of the founders of transpersonal psyhology, has been a leadingproponent of inluding the study of psi funtioning as a legitimate topi for study within the domain oftranspersonal psyhology. Professor Tart's publiations an be viewed at his website { www.paradigm-sys.om3.\Transpersonal psyhology is a fundamental area of researh, sholarship, and appliationbased on people's experienes of temporarily transending our usual identi�ation withour limited biologial, historial, ultural and personal self . . . and as a result, experien-ing a muh greater `something' that is our deeper origin and destination4 (Tart, 1997,available www.paradigmsys.om5)Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (1997-2000)� 1997. Brant Cortright, Diretor of the Integral Counseling Psyhology Program at the Cali-fornia Institute of Integral Studies, publishes \Psyhotherapy and Spirit: Theory and Pratie inTranspersonal Psyhotherapy" that de�nes transpersonal psyhology as the integration of spiritualand psyhologial aspets of the human psyhe.3Internet: \http://www.paradigm-sys.om/tart/".4Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 141:5.1 . . .Jesus . . . replied: . . .Spiritual unity is derived from the onsious-ness that eah of you is indwelt, and inreasingly dominated, by the spirit gift of the heavenly Father. Your apostoliharmony must grow out of the fat that the spirit hope of eah of you is idential in origin, nature, anddestiny."5Internet: \http://www.paradigmsys.om/display/tt artiles2.fm?ID=25".25



\Transpersonal psyhology an be understood as the melding of the wisdom of theworld's spiritual traditions with the learning of modern psyhology . . . a synthesis ofthese two profound approahes to human onsiousness, the spiritual and the psyholog-ial . . . Transpersonal psyhology is onerned with developing a self while also honoringthe urge to go beyond the self . . . The de�nition of transpersonal as \beyond the personal"[inludes℄ suh things as mystial experiene, altered states of onsiousness, kundaliniexperienes, various psi phenomena (suh as ESP, lairvoyane, hanneling, telepathy,et.), shamani journeying, unitive states, near-death experienes, and so on . . . [Moving℄toward a more omplete view that seeks to �nd the sared in the daily, ordinary lifeand onsiousness in whih most people live. The de�nition of trans as \aross" alsoapplies, sine transpersonal psyhology moves aross the personal realm, aknowledgingand ontinuing to explore all aspets of the self and the unonsious that traditional psy-hology has disovered while also plaing this personal psyhology in a larger framework. . . Transpersonal psyhology studies how the spiritual is expressed in and through thepersonal, as well as the transendene of the self6. Transpersonal psyhology in this sensea�ords a wider perspetive for all the learning of onventional psyhology. It inludesand exeeds traditional psyhology." (Cortright, 1997, pp. 8-10)|||||||{� 1998. William Braud, Researh Diretor of the Institute of Transpersonal Psyhology (PaloAlto, California) and Rosemarie Anderson, Assoiate Professor at the Institute of TranspersonalPsyhology, publish \Transpersonal Researh Methods for the Soial Sienes" to assist transpersonalpsyhologists explore the \transformative or spiritual dimension of human experiene" within theontext of sienti� researh.\As a �eld of researh, sholarship, and appliation, transpersonal psyhology seeks tohonor human experiene in its fullest and most transformative expressions . . . Transpersonalpsyhology seeks to delve into the most profound aspets of human experiene, suh asmystial and unitive experienes, personal transformation, meditative awareness, experi-enes of wonder and estasy, and alternative and expansive states of onsiousness. Inthese experienes, we appear to go beyond our usual identi�ation with our limited bio-logial and psyhologial selves . . . Transpersonal psyhology . . . onerns itself with issuesof onsiousness, alternative states of onsiousness, exeptional experienes, trans-egoidevelopment, and humanity's highest potential and possible transformation . . . It seeks tolearn how people an beome more whole through integrating the somati, emotional, in-telletual, spiritual, reative-expressive, and relationship and ommunity aspets of theirlives." (Braud & Anderson, 1998, pp. xxi, 4, 37)|||||||{� 2000. Stanislav Grof, o-founder of transpersonal psyhology with Abraham Maslow, de�nestranspersonal psyhology in his book \Psyhology of the Future: Lessons from Modern ConsiousnessResearh" within the ontext of modern onsiousness researh.6Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 6:6.2 Spirit is ever onsious, minded, and possessed of varied phases of identity.Without mind in some phase there would be no spiritual onsiousness in the fraternity of spirit beings. The equivalentof mind, the ability to know and be known, is indigenous to Deity. Deity may be personal, prepersonal, superpersonal,or impersonal, but Deity is never mindless, that is, never without the ability at least to ommuniate with similarentities, beings, or personalities. 26



\Transpersonal psyhology seriously studies and respets the entire spetrum of humanexperiene, inluding holotropi [i.e., moving toward the whole℄ states, and all the domainsof the psyhe - biographial, perinatal and transpersonal. As a result, it is more ulturallysensitive and o�ers a way of understanding the psyhe that is universal and appliableto any human group and any historial period. It also honors the spiritual dimensions ofexistene and aknowledges the deep human need for transendental experienes." (Grof,2000, p. 217)Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (2001-2002)� 2001. The National Assoiation for Transpersonal Psyhology [http://natponline.om/℄, inaÆliation with Life's Foundation of Health & Eduation, de�nes transpersonal psyhology withina omprehensive systems perspetive of human nature, whih inludes mind and body, nature andspirit, intellet and emotions to promote a \whole person" onept of wellness.\[Transpersonal psyhology℄ embraes the ombined �elds of linial psyhology, spiri-tual and pastoral ounseling as well as any philosophies whih reognize the lose on-netion between the body and the spirit. Transpersonal Psyhology works on the basiassumption that physial, emotional, intelletual and spiritual growths are interrelated7.Transpersonal Psyhology fouses attention on the human apaity for self-transendeneas well as self-realization and is onerned with the optimum development of onsious-ness." [Retrieved Deember 15, 2001, from http://www.starlighter.om/natp/℄|||||||{� 2002. Transpersonal psyhologists James Fadiman and Robert Frager, who published one ofthe �rst ollege-level personality theory textbook that inluded hapters on Far and Middle Easternpersonality theories another was Hall & Lindsey's (1978) lassi text, \Theories of Personality" (3rd.ed.). that inluded an overview of the Buddhist personality theory, Anhidhamma - inorporatea hapter titled \Abraham Maslow and Transpersonal Psyhology" into the 5th edition in theirtext, \Personality and Personal Growth", that provides a ontemporary desription of transpersonalpsyhology.\Transpersonal psyhology ontributes to the more traditional onerns of the disiplinean aknowledgement of the spiritual aspet of human experiene. This level of experienehas been desribed primarily in religious literature, in unsienti� and often theologiallybiased language. A major task of transpersonal psyhology is to provide a sienti�language and a sienti� framework for this material . . . One basi tenet of transpersonalpsyhology is that there is in eah individual a deeper or true self that is experienedin transendent states of onsiousness. Distint from the personality and the personalego, it is the soure of inner wisdom, health, and harmony. \Webster's Tenth NewCollegiate Ditionary" de�nes transpersonal as `extending or going beyond the personalor individual.' The term refers to an extension of identity beyond both individuality andpersonality. One of the premises of transpersonal psyhology is that we do not know7Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 110:6.3 The psyhi irles are not exlusively intelletual, neither are theywholly morontial; they have to do with personality status, mind attainment, soul growth, and Adjuster attunement.The suessful traversal of these levels demands the harmonious funtioning of the entire personality, not merelyof some one phase thereof. The growth of the parts does not equal the true maturation of the whole; the partsreally grow in proportion to the expansion of the entire self - the whole self - material, intelletual,and spiritual. 27



the full range of human potential. The sense of a vast potential for growth within theindividual provides a ontext for transpersonal psyhology." (Fadiman and Frager, 2002,p. 452) |||||||{� 2002. Jorge Ferrer, Assistant Professor of East-West Psyhology at the California Institute ofIntegral Studies, publishes \Revisioning Transpersonal Theory: A Partiipatory Vision of HumanSpirituality" that is one of the �rst onstrutive postmodern ritiques of onventional transper-sonal theory whih disloses a more multidimensional, partiipatory vision of transpersonal realitiesand human spirituality than had previously been aknowledged, reognized, or aepted by mosttranspersonal theorists.\Transpersonal theory is onerned with the study of the transpersonal and spiritualdimensions of human nature and existene. Etymologially, the term transpersonalmeansbeyond or through (trans-) the personal8, and is generally used in the transpersonalliterature to reet onerns, motivations, experienes, developmental stages (ognitive,moral, emotional, interpersonal, et.), modes of being, and other phenomena that inludebut transend the sphere of the individual personality, self, or ego." (Ferrer, 2002, p. 5)Figure 1-1. De�nitions of Transpersonal Psyhology (2002-2003)� 2002. Rihard Tarnas, former diretor of programs and eduation at Esalen Institute andurrently professor of philosophy and psyhology at the California Institute of Integral Studies,emphasizes in his de�nition of transpersonal psyhology the paradigm shift that was initiated by theemergene of the �eld in the late 1960's.\Transpersonal psyhology's inlusion and validation of the spiritual dimension of humanexperiene opened the modern psyhologial vision to a radially expanded universe of re-alities - Eastern and Western, anient and ontemporary, esoteri and mystial, shamaniand therapeuti, ordinary and nonordinary, human and osmi. Spirituality was now re-ognized as not only an important fous of psyhologial theory and researh but also anessential foundation of psyhologial health and healing. Developing ideas and diretionspioneered by William James and C.G. Jung, transpersonal psyhology and theory be-gan to address the great shism between religion and siene that so deeply divided themodern sensibility." (Tarnas, 2002, p. viii)|||||||{� 2003. The Department of Transpersonal Psyhology, one of four aademi departments withinthe Graduate Shool for Holisti Studies at John F. Kennedy University in Orinda, California, o�ersa Master of Arts in Counseling Psyhology with a Transpersonal Speialization that promotes avision of transpersonal psyhology within a holisti ontext.8Editor's Citation: Transpersonal ould also means superpersonal Deity as in the Urantia Book 0:1.2 DEITY ispersonalizable as God, is prepersonal and superpersonal in ways not altogether omprehensible by man. Deity isharaterized by the quality of unity - atual or potential - on all supermaterial levels of reality; and this unifyingquality is best omprehended by reatures as divinity. 28



\The transpersonal perspetive inludes the wisdom and methods of [traditional℄ orienta-tions and expands on them to inlude the spiritual aspets of human experiene. Trans-personal psyhologists are onerned with the development of a healthy individuality andits extension to inlude aspets of the Higher Self. This viewpoint aknowledges that be-hind the masks, roles and melodramas of one's onditioned personality lies a deeper stateof being that transends individual identity. Transpersonal psyhologists believe that anymodel of the human psyhe must inlude this full range of human experiene, for it isthe upper range that sets the ontext for understanding the whole human being. As thetranspersonal perspetive unites the spiritual with the psyhologial aspets of humanexperiene, it addresses the integration of the whole person - body, mind, emotion, andspirit9. In doing so, the �eld is grounded in Western psyhologial theory and draws onthe world's spiritual traditions, mythology, anthropology and the arts as well as researhon onsiousness." (John F. Kennedy University, 2003)|||||||{� 2003. John Davis, a transpersonal psyhologist who teahes a ourse in transpersonal psyhologyat Metropolitan State College of Denver, provides the following de�nition of transpersonal psyhologyand a sample ourse syllabus on his web site.\Transpersonal psyhology stands at the interfae of psyhology and spiritual experiene.It is the �eld of psyhology that integrates psyhologial onepts, theories, and methodswith the subjet matter and praties of the spiritual disiplines. Its interests inlude spir-itual experienes, mystial states of onsiousness, mindfulness and meditative praties,shamani states, ritual, the overlap of spiritual experienes and disturbed states suh aspsyhosis and depression, and the transpersonal dimensions of relationships, servie, andenounters with the natural world. The entral onept in Transpersonal Psyhology isself-transendene, or a sense of identity10, whih is deeper, broader, and more uni�edwith the whole. The root of the term, transpersonal or literally \beyond the mask," refersto this self-transendene. Its orientation is inlusive, valuing and integrating the follow-ing: psyhology and the spiritual, the personal and the transpersonal, exeptional mentalhealth and su�ering, ordinary and non-ordinary states of onsiousness, modern Westernperspetives, Eastern perspetives, postmodern insights, and worldviews of indigenoustraditions, and analytial intellet and ontemplative ways of knowing." [Retrieved June2, 2003 from lem.msd.edu/ davisj/tp11℄
9Editor's Citation: Uni�ation of the whole person means develop an uni�ed personality that integrates thebody and human mind with the soul and divine spirit. Jesus realized this as revealed in the Urantia Book 100:7.1Although the average mortal of Urantia annot hope to attain the high perfetion of harater whih Jesus of Nazarethaquired while sojourning in the esh, it is altogether possible for every mortal believer to develop a strong and uni�edpersonality along the perfeted lines of the Jesus personality . . .10Editor's Citation of Urantia Book 5:6.7 The material self has personality and identity, temporal identity; theprepersonal spirit Adjuster also has identity, eternal identity. This material personality and this spirit prepersonalityare apable of so uniting their reative attributes as to bring into existene the surviving identity of the immortal soul.11Internet: \http://lem.msd.edu/ davisj/tp". 29
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